
of his father, Sam at first agrees, but his quest
takes a surprising turn when he discovers
that André led a double life, keeping two dif-
ferent families in two different places and
treating those two families very, very differ-
ently. Sam also learns some of his father’s
acquaintances (André Acquillo had no ac-
tual friends) were borderline criminals.—
and some not so borderline. Knowing that
after 40 years, memories can’t always be
trusted, Sam begins to dig even deeper, and
in the process attracts the attention of men
who have a go at adding to his already-pres-
ent brain injury. He eventually comes to re-
alize he never really knew his father at
all—and maybe not even himself. Watching
Sam Acquillo grow toward self-realization
in this riveting novel is one of the book’s ma-
jor pleasures. During this series (begin-
ning with The Last Refuge) Sam has come
a long way from the man whose boxing in-
juries saddled him with enough brain dam-
age to sabotage a once-cushy life. Now that
we’ve begun delving into Sam’s battered
childhood, we can see that not all those blows
originated in the ring. Author Knopf has a
rare gift for creating a protagonist who vac-
illates between self-destruction and self-
preservation. Fortunately for his fans, self-
preservation wins out in Back Lash, leaving
room for yet another gritty Sam Acquillo ad-
venture.
If you’re in the mood for some laughs,

David Steven Rappoport’s Husbands and
Lap Dogs Breathe Their Last (Mainly Mur-
der Press, $15.95) is as riotous as mystery
novels get. Seeking a little diversion, ama-
teur sleuth Cummings Flynn Wanamaker

attends a meeting of the Mathers Society, a
Chicago occult group heavily into steam-
punk, tricked-out costumes and all. During
the evening, Surendra, the speaker, suddenly
bursts into flames while discussing the “sex-
ual wisdom path.” A case of spontaneous
combustion brought upon by the subject
matter? Cummings suspects arson. Although
Surendra’s appalled audience puts out the
fire quickly, it is too late; the sexual wisdom

path expert has been burned to a crisp.
Not only that, but the valuable Craddock
brooch she was wearing has vanished. When
one of the members of the Society hires Cum-
mings to get to the bottom of this dual tragedy
(the loss of the brooch is mourned over more
than the woman), Cummings plunges into
the city’s occult underbelly. Difficulty arises
from the fact that most people in attendance
that fateful night were known by their steam-
punk names, such as Lolita, Queen Victoria
(a male), Mandrake, Winky, etc. These fey
folks change their personas with the same
ease that ordinary people change clothes,

but therein lies this
wickedly funny book’s
charms. Not only do
the steampunks ca-
vort with names, they
play with unusual ca-
reers, too, from bee-
keeping to writing
Christian erotica to
building full-scale
replicas of medieval
torture devices. As the

daffy investigation winds on, author Rap-
poport also gives us a delightful journey into
the exotic realm of yarn crawling, via stops
at stores named Sheep Ahoy and Purls and
Curls (a yarn shop/beauty salon combo). It
gets even goofier from there. Murders aside
(there are two) Husbands and Lap Dogs
Breathe Their Last is a sure cure for the blues.
And although much of author Rappoport’s
delightful journey into the weird is highly

tongue in cheek, there is also wisdom to be
found here. In an amazing speech that ref-
erences the Khmer Rouge, the English Civil
War, and the defenestration of Prague in
1618, a steampunk bee-keeper states, “The
trouble in the world does not result from the
pursuit of the irrational but from certainty.”
One point: readers who are offended by
same-sex marriages might want to pass this
one by, because there are several happily
married same-sex couples in this unique
book, including Cummings’ own marriage
to Odin, the non-steampunk love of his life.
The world is much less baroque in Radine

Trees Nehring’s fine A Portrait to Die For
(Oak Tree Press, $16). Protagonist Carrie Mc-
Crite is volunteering at the Crystal Bridges
Museum of American Art in Bentonville,
Arkansas, in preparation for a new exhibit.
But as she familiarizes herself with the paint-
ings, she notices a discrepancy in Twins With
Daisies. In the painting, the girl is holding
eight daisies, but the boy only has seven. But
a reproduction of the painting in one of the
fine art books on display shows each twin
holding eight daisies. Puzzled, she determines
to find an answer to the discrepancy. Carrie’s
quest leads her into some of the murkier paths
of the art world, one filled with the kind of
chicanery that could lead to some serious
prison time for those involved. In the mean-
time, Carrie’s family and friends are not pleased
that after promising not to involve herself in
criminal cases again, she reverts to type and
begins nosing around. A Portrait to Die For
isn’t for the shoot-’em-up, car-crash, shove-
someone-off-a-cliff crowd. It is a sedate, care-
fully paced mystery more concerned with puz-
zles than with thrills. That’s because for all
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